1. Assemble the parts as shown.
2. Attach the middle piece to the assembled parts.
3. Place the small piece on the assembled structure.
4. Add the round piece to the top.
5. Attach the second middle piece to the assembled parts.
6. Place the second small piece on the assembled structure.

Refer to the parts list in the inset for quantities.
Win! Gagne! Gewinne!当たります

Win LEGO® PRODUCTS
We would like to know what you think about your new LEGO® product. If you could help us by answering a few questions, you are in with a chance of winning an exciting LEGO prize.
It will only take you about 3 minutes! Log on to the web address below for further instructions.

WWW.ACNIELSEN.AIM.DK/LEGO
For more exciting LEGO® Star Wars™ information go to:
www.LEGO.com/starwars